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Abstract: Unabated pressures on food systems affect food security on a global scale. A human-centric
artificial intelligence-based probabilistic approach is used in this paper to perform a unified analysis
of data from the Global Food Security Index (GFSI). The significance of this intuitive probabilistic
reasoning approach for predictive forecasting lies in its simplicity and user-friendliness to people
who may not be trained in classical computer science or in software programming. In this approach,
predictive modeling using a counterfactual probabilistic reasoning analysis of the GFSI dataset can be
utilized to reveal the interplay and tensions between the variables that underlie food affordability,
food availability, food quality and safety, and the resilience of natural resources. Exemplars are
provided in this paper to illustrate how computational simulations can be used to produce forecasts
of good and bad conditions in food security using multi-variant optimizations. The forecast of these
future scenarios is useful for informing policy makers and stakeholders across domain verticals, so
they can make decisions that are favorable to global food security.

Keywords: artificial intelligence; global food security index; predictive modeling; machine learning;
AI for social good; sustainability; resilience; Bayesian; counterfactual; cognitive scaffolding

1. Introduction

1.1. Global Food Security

One of the key sustainability issues is how food security is to be accomplished in the face
of a projected population of over 9 billion by 2050 and to reduce more ecological degradation [1].
In addition, the patterns of food consumption are changing rapidly with a rise in the average wealth
(particularly in the developing middle class in much of the world) [2]. The idea of natural resource
scarcity, unpredictable agricultural economies, significant technical and socio-cultural shifts such as
“westernization” of diets or climate change needs to be understood. Most of the world’s food systems
are fragile and can collapse. As reported by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO), almost a billion people lack adequate calories and more than two billion lack adequate
nutrients [3]. Even though two billion more are overweight or obese, many of them still suffer from
inadequate or an imbalance of nutrients [4]. The rising global population is just part of the problem.
Changes in food preferences, particularly an increased appetite for animal products, could also affect
environmental health [5].

In addition to health issues, industrialized food systems could also lead to climate change through
greenhouse gas emissions, threaten biodiversity, and undermine food security [6,7]. Climate change
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affects crop production [8,9]. Freshwater reserves have also hit their limits in some regions of the world,
mostly due to over-exploitation for irrigation [10]. Expected increases in the frequency and intensity
of extreme weather events, especially floods and droughts, will not only affect production but also
disrupt the storage, distribution, and safety of food [11,12]. These factors will also affect food prices.

In view of the diverse stresses on food systems, the current and even the potential issues of the
global food system must be addressed. The question is how to properly provide sufficient diets while
reducing environmental degradation without destroying the ecosystems that maintain the livelihoods
of many farmers and their profitability.

The climate and other environmental parameters of current food systems can be substantially
influential, significantly weakening the natural resources upon which our food security depends. While
positive advances in many fields have helped tackle food security worldwide with improved yields
by hector, increased feed production for livestock, increased aquaculture production, and increased
labor productivity, they could negatively impact the environment. New policy strategies must be
implemented to reduce the environmental effects while enhancing health outcomes and preserving the
companies and their livelihoods for the many people employed in the food systems. Dialog and new
partnerships between all stakeholders in the food system, including policy-makers, farmers, processors,
retailers, and consumers, are required to transform food systems.

With insufficient resources and in view of environmental changes, resolving potential threats
to food security would first entail a paradigm shift in thinking. Instead of thinking of countries as
individual “food producers”, we need to consider dynamics that affect the security of the global food
system. At the local, national, and global level, actions through dialog and collaborations with all
members of the food system, including producers, manufacturers, distributors, and others, will have
to be taken. Although productive collaboration with industry and individuals is important, potential
approaches should concentrate on seeking synergies between climate change and environmental
priorities; albeit with unavoidable trade-offs that require careful management. Holistic strategies
can be employed to build incentives to ease the transition from business-as-usual to achieve better
food security.

One of the greatest challenges of the 21st century is the risk of climate change, among several other
factors, to food security. The effects of climate change on food security are now evident in scientific
studies [9]. Crop effect experiments are prevalent in nature, without a less significant influence on
fish and livestock production [13,14]. Although incremental changes such as rising temperatures
and sea levels will only have significant consequences over the coming decades, farmers must deal
with evolving weather conditions and the increasing frequency and severity of extreme weather
incidents [15]. The more profound problem of climate change is instability and uncertainty. It is almost
impossible to understand the precise nature of future weather for even the next season [16].

1.2. Gaining Insights from Unified Analysis of the GFSI

Artificial intelligence (AI) [17] has been used to enable farmers to grow higher-quality crops and to
achieve higher food production per acre. The world’s rising food demands are being met with leading
technological developments. The growth of digital agriculture and its associated technology have
opened up a number of new data analytics-related opportunities [18–20]. AI-enhanced agriculture
requires automated data collection, decision-making, and corrective action by robotics to enable
the early identification of crop diseases, to provide livestock with timely nutrition and to maximize
agricultural inputs and returns based on supply and demand. For example, high-tech approaches, such
as precision agriculture, measure the exact quantity of fertilizer needed by the soil on a farm and avoid
the excessive greenhouse gas release while simultaneously increasing yields. Other activities include
integrated pest management systems and pesticide information systems to improve farmers’ training
at all levels, and new funding and technologies to help smallholder farmers build more sustainable
food systems.
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The present paper demonstrates a simplistic approach to show how AI is useful for aiding humans
via probabilistic reasoning for the analysis of the results provided by predictive modeling of the GFSI.
This paper also utilizes an exploratory approach in predictive modeling to illustrate how food security
can benefit from AI-assisted probabilistic reasoning to interpret theoretically useful scenarios to inform
policy making. Rather than always being led by AI, people should take the lead by using AI to augment
human cognitive capabilities [21,22].

2. Research Problem and Research Questions

2.1. Research Problem

In the use of AI-based analytics, is there an approach that can be easily used by beginners to make
data analysis and the interpretation of results possible for people not acquainted with programming?
In addition, is there a feasible way for beginners to play with specific variables in various computer
simulation scenarios using user-friendly AI software? How can the insights from the analyzed data
be conveyed in intuitive non-technical terms that other people, e.g., policy makers, who are more
concerned about the “overall bigger picture”, can clearly understand?

We suggest that there is a solution that can be used to resolve these above-mentioned issues.
The user-friendly AI-enabled approach that will be utilized in this paper is based on Bayesian Network
(BN) probabilistic reasoning [23–25]. It can be applied using a software package that is suitable for
beginners, as it does not require any software programming skills. Using this approach, humans can
take the lead and ponder over the predictive models generated by AI. Probabilistic reasoning using
BN models is more intuitive for communicating with multiple stakeholders across multidisciplinary
domain verticals, as thinking in terms of probability is closer to natural human thought, compared to
using classical frequentist correlations or p-values [26]. The examples in the current paper will also
facilitate opportunities for experimenting with, e.g., how the adjustment of environmental variables
could predict different outcomes of food security.

2.2. Research Questions

The characteristics of the dynamic global food security system were analyzed using these
research questions:

RQ1: What are the factors that contribute to the current conditions that characterize the global
food security?

RQ2: What are the predictive impacts of the worst-case scenario in the resilience of the natural
resources on the outcome of food availability, so that policy makers can be informed and strive
to avoid them?

3. Methods

3.1. The Reasons for Selecting BN to Analyze Global Food Security

The probabilistic reasoning theory that underlies BN allows one to intuitively understand how
global food security data can be analyzed and interpreted. Consequently, predictive reasoning becomes
possible, because questions may be posed in the BN to assess the likelihood of the food security
outcomes, after the observation of evidence is provided. The BN can be used to measure how direct
and/or integrative resilience factors from natural resources can affect the probability of occurrence of
food security outcomes. Using BN modeling is suitable in this context, because its effectiveness is well
established in predictive applications of real-world scenarios [27,28].

BN is computationally intense. In recent years, however, with the advancement of faster
processors, BN can now even be run on notebook computers. As a result, BN is gaining widespread
use by researchers [29]. Moreover, BN is ideal for processing non-parametric data since it does not
have to presume normal parametric distribution across the model’s underlying parameters [30–32].
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The Bayesian approach makes simulations possible by integrating prior knowledge into data analyses,
before producing predictive inferences. It is not based on classical frequentist approaches. As a result,
when analysts use Bayesian data-analytical techniques, numerous null hypothesis tests [33–35] are
not needed.

BN also helps to calculate mutual information (MI), as delineated in Shannon’s Information
Theory [36]. MI is the probability of commonality between two data distributions, even if they
are not parametric. As BN is not based on classical frequentist approaches but is based upon
probabilistic inference, it can be used to predict unusual or unlikely worst case situations [37] and for
analyses of system collapse or failures [38]. BN is particularly superb for predictive simulations amid
uncertainty [39]. In the later segment of this paper, BN was used to predict how much the worst-case
scenario in natural resources could potentially impact (or not impact) food availability. This form of
dynamic predictive analysis is particularly useful for supporting food security agencies while they are
experiencing uncertainties.

3.2. The Research Model

It was the intent of this paper to inspire researchers who may not be computer scientists to consider
using AI to address food security issues together with stakeholders. In effect, discussing concerns
and troubleshooting possibilities is much more relevant than attempting to find a singular so-called
right solution.

BN was selected because it is a methodology that can be used to model system performance using
two proven techniques in engineering: the Markov Blanket [40] and Response Surface Methodology
(RSM) [41–44]. Using these two techniques in BN, the interactions between abstract variables in the
GFSI can be examined.

The BN models concerning global food security will be presented in the subsequent sections.
A supervised BN model was employed to show the reader a user-friendly form of AI. The following
segments will be used to achieve this:

3.2.1. Descriptive Analytics of the Current Conditions of Global Food Security

Purpose: through machine-learning, to use BN to obtain the informational motifs [45] in the GFSI
dataset in order to understand the current conditions that may affect global food security.

3.2.2. Predictive Analytics to Model the Worst-Case Scenario Impacts of Natural Resources on
Food Availability

Purpose: for the prediction of counterfactual GFSI outcomes. In order to better inform
policymakers, the BN probabilistic reasoning approach was utilized to depict scenarios related
to food security. For predictive analytics, counterfactual simulations were used to analyze the dynamics
of the informational motif [46,47].

3.3. Data Source

The current paper provides an approach which facilitates discussions about global food security
with descriptive analytics, in conjunction with predictive simulations via BN using the indicators and
data from the GFSI [48] (see Appendix A). The GFSI examined the core challenges of affordability,
availability, and quality in 113 countries. All the countries were invited by the Economist Intelligence
Unit (EIU). The 113 countries were the respondents to the EIU which participated and contributed
data to the GFSI. It is a dynamic model built from 34 unique indicators of food security drivers across
developing and developed countries. However, the GFSI examines factors affecting food insecurity
beyond hunger. It also includes a factor concerning natural resources and resilience. It assesses the
exposure of global food security to climate change impacts, its impacts by natural resource risk, and its
adaptation to these risks.
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3.4. AI-based BN Software Used and Pre-Processing of the Data

Bayesialab was the software which we used [49]. The dataset from the GFSI was opened in
Bayesialab. The initial step was to detect any missing values in the data, but there were no missing data
in the 2019 version of the GSFI. Next, the Bayesialab software was used to discretize the continuous data
into categories. The R2-GenOpt algorithm was selected by the researchers in Bayesialab to perform the
data discretization process [50].

4. Results

4.1. The Current Conditions of Global Food Security

BN can be used to examine the nodes (variables), their relationships, and the ways in which initial
conditions of various natural resource input variables will affect potential food availability outcomes.
On the other hand, BN can also be used for predictive inference in the initial conditions, if the final
(either good or bad) outcomes are provided. In the current paper, examples of how simulations can
be used via BN will be provided in the section about predictive analysis. For example, we can use
BN to calculate the initial levels of natural resources that would result in a high likelihood of low
food availability.

A naïve Bayes model, which is the easiest form of BN that can be understood by beginner AI
practitioners, was used to analyze how input variables in food availability, affordability, quality and
safety, and the resilience of natural resources can all contribute to influence global food security.
Descriptive analysis was performed on the GFSI dataset in order to extract the characteristics of the
informational motif. Subsequently, predictive analysis can make use of that information motif to
produce scenario simulations to predict, for example, the counterfactual initial conditions in natural
resources and resilience, given the final outcome of food availability. These predictions can inform
agencies or individuals that are concerned with global food security about the scenarios which they
may like to avert or achieve. The visualization of the results produced by descriptive analysis of the
GFSI dataset is shown in Figure 1.
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The results that answer RQ1 were thus interpreted. In the current state of food affordability,
the variables that underlie it are as follows. There was a high probability (89.38%) in the change
in average food costs, a high probability (65.49%) in the proportion of population living under the
global poverty line, a relatively low probability (25.66%) in the high-level gross domestic product
purchasing power parity (PPP) per capita (USD 26 PPP/capita), a high probability (60.18%) in high-level
agricultural import tariffs, a high probability (64.60%) in the high-level of presence and quality of food
safety net programs, and a high probability (51.33%) in the high-level of access to financing for farmers.

The variables that contribute to the current state of food availability are as follows. There was
a moderately low probability (39.82%) of sufficiency of food supply at the high-level, a very high
probability (94.69%) of mid-level public expenditure in agricultural R&D, a moderately low probability
(28.32%) in the high-level of availability in agricultural infrastructure, a moderately high probability
(64.60%) in the high-level of volatility of agricultural production, a moderately low probability (29.20%)
in the high-level of political stability risk, a moderately low probability (22.12%) in the high-level of
corruption, a moderately low probability (37.17%) in the high-level of urban absorption capacity, and a
high probability (74.34%) in the high-level of food loss.

The variables that contribute to the current state of food quality and safety are as follows. There
was a moderately low probability (28.32%) in the high-level of dietary diversity, a moderately low
probability (32.74%) in the high-level nutrition standards, a moderate probability (48.67%) in the
high-level of micronutrient availability, a moderately low probability (30.09%) in the high-level of
protein quality, and a high probability (75.22%) in having high-level food safety.

The variables that contribute to the current state of natural resources and resilience are as follows.
There were moderate probabilities of food security’s exposure to the mid-level of climate change
(49.56%) and high-level of climate change (42.48%), respectively. However, this implies that the
combined overall exposure of food security to climate change can become very high (92.04%) if left
unchecked. There was a moderately-low probability (32.74%) in the high-level of agricultural water
risk. There were moderate probabilities of land degradation, grassland, and forest change (41.59%)
and a high-level of climate change (48.67%), respectively. However, this implies that the combined
overall land degradation, grassland, and forest change can become very high (90.18%) if left unchecked.
There was a relatively low probability (18.58%) in the high-level aggregation of ocean eutrophication
risk, marine biodiversity risk, and marine protected areas risk. There was a relatively low probability
(18.58%) in the high-level of food security sensitivity that was an aggregated combination of food
import dependency, dependence on natural capital, and disaster risk management. There was a
moderately low probability (36.28%) in adaptive capacity that was an aggregated combination of
early warning measures/climate smart agriculture, and national agricultural risk management system.
There was a moderately low probability (28.32%) in demographic stresses that were an aggregated
combination of population growth and urbanization.

4.2. Mean-target Total Effects Analysis

To investigate the effects of the myriad variables on global food security, the Bayesialab Total
Effects calculator was activated. As shown in Figure 2, the total impact on the target node of the
variables (the result of the GFSI level) implied that its relations with the variables were never perfectly
linear. Most of them were almost always curvilinear. However, it remains challenging to use only
this graph to make predictive inferences about food security. Hence, we needed to proceed to the
predictive modeling techniques using BN, which will be presented in the subsequent section.
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4.3. Predictive Inference Using BN: What is the Worst-Case Scenario that Policy Makers Should Avoid?

Hard evidence was applied to the parameters of the node “natural resources & resilience” so
they would be performing at their respective worst-levels (see Figure 3). In agricultural infrastructure,
the model studies the possibilities regarding how natural disasters may impact infrastructure; disasters
may destroy parts of the infrastructure and disrupt access to food sources. The variables that could
contribute to the worst state of natural resources and resilience are reported as follows. There would
be 100% probability in food security’s exposures to the high-level of climate change. There would be
100% probability in the high-level of agricultural water risk. There would be 100% probability in the
high-level of positive land degradation, grassland, and forest change. There would be 100% probability
in the high-level aggregation of ocean eutrophication risk, marine biodiversity risk, and marine
protected areas risk. There would be 100% probability in the high-level of food security sensitivity that
is an aggregated combination of food import dependency, dependence on natural capital, and disaster
risk management. There would be 0% probability in the high-level of adaptive capacity that is an
aggregated combination of early warning measures/climate smart agriculture, and national agricultural
risk management system. There would be 100% probability in high-level demographic stresses that
are an aggregated combination of population growth and urbanization.

To answer RQ2, the counterfactual predictions of the worst-case scenario for food availability
were simulated as follows. The variables that underlie the “availability” node in the BN are as follows.
There would be a lower probability (a predicted 14.52% lower compared to the original baseline
of 39.82%) of sufficiency of food supply at the high-level. This would have negative impacts on
global food availability. There would be a slightly higher probability (a predicted 98.39% higher
compared to the original baseline of 94.69%) in the mid-level, but 0% probability in the high-level
of public expenditure on agricultural R&D. There would be a lower probability (a predicted 5.91%
lower compared to the original baseline of 28.32%) in the high-level of accessibility to agricultural
infrastructure. There would be a lower probability (a predicted 59.94% lower compared to the original
baseline of 64.60%) in the high-level of volatility of agricultural production. There would be a lower
probability (a predicted 6.45% lower compared to the original baseline of 29.20%) in the high-level of
political stability risk. There would be a lower probability (a predicted 0.54% lower compared to the
original baseline of 22.12%) in the high-level of corruption. However, this counterfactual result of lower
probability in corruption is inconclusive, as there may be other unknown confounding factors that
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have not been considered in the current paper. There would be a slightly lower probability (a predicted
34.49%, which would be lower compared to the original baseline of 37.17%) in the high-level of urban
absorption capacity. There would be a lower probability (a predicted 60.37% lower compared to the
original baseline of 74.34%) in the high-level of food loss. No model is perfect. However, some are
useful. The counterfactual results generated by the BN are absolutely not definitive. They present
the preliminary cognitive scaffolding for opportunities to engage in further discussions between the
analysts and other stakeholders from multi-disciplinary domains.
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4.4. Efficacy of the Predictive BN Model

4.4.1. Evaluation of the Predictive Efficacy Using Cross-validation by K-folds

The efficacy of a predictive model can be evaluated via cross-validation by K-Fold on the
data distribution in each node in the BN. The results from the cross-validation by K-Fold analysis
tool in Bayesialab are presented as follows. The Overall Precision was 100%; the Mean Precision
was 100%; the Overall Reliability was 100%; the Mean Reliability was 100%; the Gini Index was
70.7696%; the Relative Gini Index was 99.9621%; the Lift Index was 2.2202; the Relative Lift Index
was 100%; the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Index was 100%; the Calibration Index was
50.3303%; the Binary Log-Loss was 0.0145; the Correlation Coefficient R was 0.9968; the Coefficient of
Determination R2 was 0.9937; the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was 1.0722; and the Normalized
Root Mean Square Error (NRSME) was 3.5492%.

4.4.2. Evaluation of the Predictive Efficacy Using the Gains Curve and the Lift Curve

In the gains curve (see Figure 4), around 24% of the attributes were predictively concluded to
be the most impactful toward the target node GFSI. The diagonal blue line represents the gain curve
without using this predictive model. The red line represents the gain curve that utilized the predictive
BN model. The Gini index of 70.77% and relative Gini index of 99.96% imply that the gains of using
this predictive model were acceptably good.
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The lift curve (see Figure 5) was built upon the results of the gains curve. The best lift was around
3.42. It can be interpreted as the ratio between 100% and 30%. The lift index was 2.2202 and the
relative lift index was 100%. Together, they show that the efficacy of this predictive BN model was
good. Altogether, the gains curve as well as the lift curve show that the predictive efficacy of the BN
model was good.
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4.4.3. Limitations of the Study

The Bayesian network model used in the current study was based on the naïve Bayes algorithm,
as it is ideal for exploratory studies that do not presume causal node relationships. The exploratory
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nature of BN predictive analytics in this work makes the theoretical results realistic for discussions
and education, but it is not definitive. Food security analysts should be able to explore different
models that may better represent the dataset. As in any simulation analysis, the results depend
on the computational model’s dataset. The current paper used only one semi-supervised machine
learning method for illustrative purposes. It applied only to the BN model generated from the current
2019 version of the GFSI dataset. Therefore, caution must be exercised when evaluating possible
relationships between variables (nodes) in the BN model. Methods used to evaluate the predictive
capacity of the BN and analytical limitations were mentioned in the previous sections. The discussion
and the conclusion will be presented next.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The current forecast for rising global food security reflects a large unpredictable supply of new
crops and animal diseases in conjunction with unforeseen economic, political, climatological, and
biological shifts. For developed nations, this implies an increased need for the development of
agricultural production. The paper demonstrates the realistic applicability of agricultural production,
particularly with regard to the environment, economic sustainability, market engagement, and social
consciousness. In addition, the results obtained are also of interest to the industrial sector, and in
particular, the agri-food industry in developed countries. Theoretically, the study results are likely to
stimulate specialists’ curiosity in areas such as customer behavior, traditional food use, economics,
sustainable agricultural production, and agricultural productivity.

Agricultural and rural computerization is the cornerstone for the development of agriculture;
in agricultural information systems, there are already various methods of designing models. At the
European Union (EU) level, the European Commission is calling on Member States to take advantage
of the promise of emerging technology and digitization in agriculture, to boost the sector’s productivity
and profitability, while simplifying farmers’ everyday jobs.

Using the user-friendly AI-based BN method in this paper, various scenarios can be simulated to
measure the predictive conditions at the global system-level for food safety outcomes. Silapachote and
Srisuphab [51] have shown that using AI can challenge and even improve the individual’s cognitive
ability by extending and improving logical complexity in problem solving. Through easy-to-use
applications, for example, Bayesialab [52] or other BN software such as GeNie by BayesFusion [53],
or Netica by Norsys [54], or Bayes Server [55], food security analysts could adapt the exemplars to
analyze their own datasets. Different farm modeling is important, in these cases, for the evaluation
of agricultural capacity, for example, in sensitive areas such as the Black Sea, in Sub-Saharan Africa,
as well as in other regions of the world [56,57].

Global food security remains a problem worldwide. Crop yields have declined in many areas due
to decreasing investment in research and water scarcity. Climate change is detrimental to food security
in many areas. While agroecological approaches give some promise to improve yields, increased
investment and policy reforms could significantly improve food security in developing countries [58].
Climate change could impact global food security. The effects of climate change on crop production
that could have ramifications for food supply. The stability of entire food systems can be threatened by
short-term supply variability. Climate instability and transition are likely to exacerbate food insecurity.
Therefore, it is imperative to make significant mitigation steps in favor of a “climate intelligent food
system” [59].

To build safer, future-proof food protection technologies, food researchers and policymakers who
are not computer scientists can leverage AI to support decision-making to design better food security
systems that are future-ready. The current paper contributes significantly to the extant literature by
providing a user-friendly approach so that AI usage is democratized [60,61]. This allows novice AI
users to perform research analysis using probabilistic reasoning using BN. Controlled studies may be
performed using this method in computational models. Some variables can be held constant, and other
variables can be modified to simulate a myriad of different scenarios. Hence, simulations of “what if”
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scenarios are possible. This enables predictive inferences of the conditions for optimizing favorable
outcomes and for forecasting the conditions that can be used to prevent adverse outcomes from ever
occurring in global food security.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Global Food Security Index variables, as published by the EIU [48].

(1) AFFORDABILITY
Affordability measures the ability of consumers to purchase food, their
vulnerability to price shocks, and the presence of programs and policies to
support the people when shocks occur.

(1.1) Change in average food costs Consumer Prices, Food Indices (2010 = 100)
(1.2) Proportion of population under global poverty line % of population living under USD 3.20/day 2011 PPP
(1.3) Gross domestic product per capita (USD PPP) USD at PPP/capita
(1.4) Agricultural import tariffs %

(1.5) Presence and quality of food safety net programs Qualitative assessment (0–4)Presence, funding, coverage, and operation of
food safety-net programs

(1.6) Access to financing for farmers Qualitative assessment (0–4)

(2) AVAILABILITY
Availability measures the sufficiency of the national food supply, the risk of
supply disruption, the national capacity to disseminate food, and the research
efforts to expand agricultural output.

(2.1) Sufficiency of supply Sufficiency of supply, average food supply, change in dependency on chronic
food aid

(2.2) Public expenditure on agricultural R&D Ratio: Agriculture share of Government Expenditure, divided by the
Agriculture value added share of GDP

(2.3) Agricultural infrastructure
Existence of adequate crop storage facilities, road infrastructure, port
infrastructure, air transport infrastructure, rail infrastructure, and irrigation
infrastructure

(2.4) Volatility of agricultural production Standard deviations
(2.5) Political stability risk Rating 0–100; 100 = highest risk
(2.6) Corruption Rating 0–4; 4 = highest risk
(2.7) Urban absorption capacity GDP (% of real change) minus the urban growth rate
(2.8) Food loss Total waste/total domestic supply quantity (tons)

(3) QUALITY AND SAFETY Quality and safety measure the variety and nutritional quality of average
diets, as well as the safety of food.

(3.1) Dietary diversity %

(3.2) Nutritional standards Dietary diversity, nutritional standards, national dietary guidelines, national
nutrition plan or strategy, and nutrition monitoring and surveillance

(3.3) Micronutrient availability Dietary availability of vitamin A, dietary availability of iron, dietary
availability of zinc

(3.4) Protein quality Grams

(3.5) Food safety Agency to ensure the safety and health of food, percentage of population with
access to potable water, ability to store food safely

(4) NATURAL RESOURCES and RESILIENCE
The “natural resources and resilience” category assesses a country’s exposure
to the impacts of climate change, its susceptibility to the risks related to
natural resources, and how the country is adapting to these risks.

(4.1) Exposure Temperature rise, drought, flooding, storm severity (annual average loss), sea
level rise, and commitment to managing exposure

(4.2) Water Agricultural water risk-quantity, and agricultural water risk-quality
(4.3) Land Land degradation, grassland, and forest change
(4.4) Oceans Ocean eutrophication, marine biodiversity, and marine protected areas

(4.5) Sensitivity Food import dependency, dependence on natural capital, and disaster risk
management

(4.6) Adaptive capacity Early warning measures/climate smart agriculture and national agricultural
risk management system

(4.7) Demographic stresses Population growth and urbanization
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